
Question

Which is the microprocessor comprises:

A set of register which contain are:

BCD stands for:

EU STAND FOR:

The four index register can be used for:

What is the store by register?

There are primarily two types of register:

The CPU removes the        signal to complete  the memory write operation:

Which are the four categories of registers:

Accumulator based microprocessor example are:

Name of typical dedicated register is:

BIU STAND FOR:

Eight of the register are known as:

RAL is an example of ----------addressing mode

DAA command stands for                          

A new feature added to the Pentium and Pentium Pro is the capability to check and generate

In ------mode, the processor can execute any instruction, including the privileged instructions.

Flip – flops are used in a microprocessor to indicate                  .

A set of registers which contain are

Which is used to store critical pieces of data during subroutines

The data in the stack is called as 

PROM stands for 

Which is not a control bus signal

Return CPU Identification code is carried out by the instruction

Which of the following microprocessor has an 8 bit data bus.



Option1 Option2 Option3

Register section One or more ALU Control unit

data memory addresses result

Binary coded decimal Binary coded decoded Both a & b

Execution unit Execute unit Exchange unit

Arithmetic operation Multipulation operation Subtraction operation

data operands memory

general purpose register dedicated register A and B

Read Write Both A and B

General‐ purpose register Pointer or index registers Segment registers

Intel 8085 Motorola 6809 A and B

PC IR SP

Bus interface unit Bess interface unit A and B

General‐ purpose register Pointer or index registers Segment registers

register direct implied

Divide Accumulator Arithmetic Decimal Accumulator Arithmetic Divide Adjust Accumulator

purity parity errors

admin monitor supervisor

Shift register Latches Counters

data memory address result 

stack queue data register

pulling pushing data pushed

pragrammable read only memory pushable read only memory programmable receive only mem

read write reset

CPUID CPID COPID

4004 80186 8085



Option4 Answer No

 All of these 4

all of these 4

none of these 1

None of these 1

All of these 1

None of these 1

none of these 3

None of these 1

All of these 4

None of these 3

All of these 4

None of these 1

Other register 1

immediate 3

Decimal Adjust Accumulator 4

sum 2

user 3

Flags 1

All of these 4

accumulator 1

none of these 2

progammable read on memory 1

none of these 3

RCPID 1

8086 3


